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SUMMARY

Uncertainties in the phylogeny of birds (Avialae) and their closest relatives have impeded deeper understand-
ing of early theropod flight. To help address this, we produced an updated evolutionary hypothesis through
an automated analysis of the Theropod Working Group (TWiG) coelurosaurian phylogenetic data matrix.
Our larger, more resolved, and better-evaluated TWiG-based hypothesis supports the grouping of
dromaeosaurids + troodontids (Deinonychosauria) as the sister taxon to birds (Paraves) and the recovery
of Anchiornithinae as the earliest diverging birds. Although the phylogeny will continue developing, our cur-
rent results provide a pertinent opportunity to evaluate what we know about early theropod flight. With our
results and available data for vaned feathered pennaraptorans, we estimate the potential for powered flight
among early birds and their closest relatives. We did this by using an ancestral state reconstruction analysis
calculating maximum and minimum estimates of two proxies of powered flight potential—wing loading and
specific lift. These results confirm powered flight potential in early birds but its rarity among the ancestors of
the closest avialan relatives (select unenlagiine and microraptorine dromaeosaurids). For the first time, we
find a broad range of these ancestors neared the wing loading and specific lift thresholds indicative of pow-
ered flight potential. This suggests there was greater experimentation with wing-assisted locomotion before
theropod flight evolved than previously appreciated. This study adds invaluable support for multiple origins
of powered flight potential in theropods (R3 times), which we now know was from ancestors already nearing
associated thresholds, and provides a framework for its further study.

INTRODUCTION

The origin of birds (Avialae) and modern powered flapping flight

were iconicevents in thehistoryof life.Recentstudiesofearlybirds

and their closest dinosaurian relatives (non-avialanparavian thero-

pods) have provided key insights into this major evolutionary tran-

sition. It is now clear that anatomies and behaviors traditionally

associatedwith birdswere first acquiredby non-avialan dinosaurs

before the origin of birds and modern powered flapping flight.

These include smaller body size, accelerated evolutionary rates

[1–3], early feathers of ‘‘modern’’ aspect [4–17], complex plumage

coloration, flapping-based locomotion, non-powered flight capa-

bilities (among some non-avialan paravians; M. Habib, et al.,

2012, Geol. Assoc. Can., abstract) [18–22, 23], and even an

avian-like sleeping posture [24]. As a result of these advances,

the origin of birds has emerged asone of the best documented ex-

amplesof amajormacroevolutionary transition.Despite theexten-

sive array of new specimens and data, the phylogenetic relation-

ships within and between paravian clades have been challenging

to reconstruct, and uncertainties continue to present obstacles to-

ward reaching consensus and improving resolution at important

nodes.

Traditionally, dromaeosaurids and troodontids were united

together as the Deinonychosauria by the ‘‘sickle claw’’ of their

second toe and other characters [2, 25–28]. They were consid-

ered the sister group of birds and were altogether known as

the Paraves [2, 25–28]. The rapid discovery of paravian species

over the last decade [13, 14, 17, 28–32], especially from East
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Asia, has called this into question. Most notably, many of the his-

torically diagnostic features of Dromaeosauridae, Troodontidae,

and Deinonychosauria are now recognized as synapomorphies

of more inclusive theropod groups (e.g., Maniraptora) or in

some cases appear to have been acquired convergently in

different taxa. The number of evolutionary hypotheses has

grown with these new fossil discoveries [1, 2, 4, 13, 14, 28, 30,

32–37]. They now encompass a range of possible interrelation-

ships between birds and other paravians, even challenging the

monophyly of Deinonychosauria and the composition of stem

avialans [4, 13, 33–35, 38]. A primary issue concerns troodon-

tids, which have been grouped with either dromaeosaurids [2,

4, 28, 32, 33] as the traditional Deinonychosauria or with Avialae

[13, 14, 34, 35] exclusive of dromaeosaurids. Each phylogenetic

hypothesis has different implications on the origin of birds and

the morphological, biomechanical, and ecological states of their

transitional antecedents.

We contribute toward addressing these prevailing phyloge-

netic issues by presenting an updated parsimony-based recon-

struction of paravian interrelationships by using the large coe-

lurosaurian theropod phylogenetic dataset of the Theropod

Working Group (TWiG), produced by a long-standing consortium

of international theropod experts [1] (and references therein). Up-

dated with recently discovered taxa, our expanded version of the

TWiG dataset includes nine new dromaeosaurid terminal taxa

(Acheroraptor, Changyuraptor, Dakotaraptor, IVPP V22530, Lin-

heraptor, Luanchuanraptor, Velociraptor osmolskae, Yurgovu-

chia, and Zhenyuanlong); among the largest number of dro-

maeosaurids (31) included in a phylogenetic analysis so far. It

also incorporates a wealth of new data from existing paravians

that have been recently described in more detail [15–17, 28,

30–32, 35, 39] and studied first-hand, including the key early-

diverging paravians Anchiornis and Archaeopteryx [40]. For

additional details, see ‘‘Phylogenetic dataset’’ in the STAR

Methods section.

Paleontological datasets often pose challenges to phyloge-

netic analysis, especially in leading to taxa that can be placed

equally well in distant parts of the tree (‘‘wildcards’’), typically

as a consequence of missing entries from incomplete preserva-

tion. Further challenges might emerge from high degrees of

morphological variation, manifesting as homoplasies, in densely

sampled phylogenetic regions. Both of these confounding issues

are expected in bird origin studies. One of the key goals of this

study is to provide accurate phylogenetic placement for as

many paravians as possible, but several are missing over 90%

of their scoring entries (e.g., the dromaeosaurids Atrociraptor

and Shanag). We have therefore placed emphasis in developing

a pipeline of analysis that can automatically deal with the

numerous wildcards commonly seen in paleontological data-

sets, including some newly developed techniques. The steps in

a phylogenetic analysis subsequent to finding the optimal trees

are prone to human error, particularly when wildcards are

involved (which, with many of the steps being sequential, could

easily carry over to subsequent steps). Thus, to minimize the

risk of human error, we used scripts to automate all analytical

procedures, in a way that was reproducible and appropriate

for other paleontological datasets. An important benefit of this

automated analysis is that it encourages the dataset to be re-

checked and corrected for scoring errors/problems, as many

more analytical iterations can be made in the same time as a

handful of manual analyses would take. We hope this automated

analytical pipeline can increase our community’s access tomore

in-depth parsimony-based analyses.

We use our more resolved and better evaluated TWiG-based

phylogeny to infer when and how the potential for powered flight

developed in early birds and their closest relatives. Previous

work has proposed that powered theropod flight evolved once

or maybe even multiple times [18, 41, 42]. It has even been sug-

gested that birds should be defined by the possession of flight

alone, as an apomorphic feature [43]. With the phylogenetic

placement of the iconic early bird Archaeopteryx with Deinony-

chosauria, a single origin of powered flight has been proposed

at Paraves, polarizing the evolution of proportionally longer and

more robust arms at that node [4]. However, the wing and

body dimensions of many early-diverging paravians do not sur-

pass the minimal thresholds for flight ability [18] as defined in

modern birds and other taxa [44–46]. A quantitative study found

that non-volant flapping-based locomotion was confined to Par-

aves: flap running, wing-assisted incline running (WAIR), and

wing-assisted leaping [18]. In showing that this was optimized

at Paraves and that significant capabilities were derived inde-

pendently in microraptorine dromaeosaurids and avialans [18],

that study supported the potential for multiple origins of powered

flight in theropods. However, that studywas restricted by a prob-

lematic phylogeny and small taxon sample, but more impor-

tantly, it did not focus on testing taxa and lineages against known

minimal thresholds for flight ability in modern birds [44–46].

We have overcome these restrictions by using our larger,

more-resolved, and better evaluated TWiG-based tree topology

across 43 taxa sharing lift-compatible vaned feathers (Pennar-

aptora; but see [47]) to provide maximum and minimum esti-

mates of wing loading and specific lift in the ancestors of our

study taxa by using ancestral state reconstruction analysis.

These provide a proxy of the potential for powered flight through

the transition from non-flying to flying theropods. These param-

eters are estimated from morphological features measurable

from the fossils and are commonly used to evaluate flight capa-

bility in extant avians [44–46].

Wing loading is a major determinant of minimum flight speed,

required launch and landing speeds, and maneuverability in

powered flyers [48]. Wing loading is also a major determinant

of required flapping frequency in powered flyers (wings must

be flapped faster if they are smaller and/or body size is greater)

[49].

In powered flyers, specific lift is critical to weight support and

generation of thrust (thrust is primarily a component of lift in verte-

brate flapping flyers) [50]. Although small powered flyers with so-

phisticated wing kinematics (particularly during the upstroke

phase) [51] can generate some drag-based thrust, we consider

this to have been unlikely in early-diverging birds because of their

less-refined aerofoils and motion control. Three major types of

biomechanical competency are assessed by wing loading and

specific lift that allows us to determine whether early birds and

their closest relatives had the potential for powered flight.

Anatomical Requirements for Flight
Takeoff in flying animals is initiated by leaping [52], so the primary

anatomical requirements to initiate launch in paravians are
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related to hind-limb characteristics [18]. Because of the terres-

trial ancestry of theropod dinosaurs, large hind-limb muscle

mass and robust hind-limb skeletal elements were plesiomor-

phic for paravians, so all of our study taxa inherited sufficient

hind-limb strength for leaping [18]. For powered flapping flight

(i.e., after takeoff), the primary anatomical requirements are sum-

marized by wing loading, which simultaneously includes poten-

tial lift-producing surface area and body weight in one single var-

iable. A key assumption we make is that our fossil taxa had body

densities within the range known for living birds. We constrained

the estimated body mass range of taxa potentially capable of

powered flight by assuming that they were roughly similar in

mass to living birds with similar wingspans and body volumes.

This gave us a narrower set of body mass estimates within the

relative large confidence intervals around the regressions used

to estimate body mass [53].

Aerodynamic Force Production Requirements for Flight
Early in theropod flight evolution, the lift:drag ratios of wingswere

not necessarily equivalent to those of modern birds [20, 48, 54].

However,morphospace comparisons ofwing shape showsignif-

icant overlap between early taxa and modern ones [55]. There is

goodevidence that thewingsof non-avialan taxawere capable of

maximum lift coefficients broadly similar to those of living birds,

and so we model them as such. In particular, fossil taxa also

possessed similar leading edge shapes with well-developed

propatagia [56–58], and the range of wing shapes lies within the

overall aspect ratio morphospace of living birds. Given the heavy

feather layering and aerodynamically symmetric feather vanes in

the wings of some non-avialan taxa (e.g., Anchiornis [59]), we

consider it unlikely that these taxa utilized slottedwingtips. To ac-

count for this, we model the fossil taxa as having non-slotted

wingtips (i.e., anatomical aspect ratio and aerodynamic aspect

ratio taken as equivalent). The long bone cross-sections in the

forelimbs of early birds and microraptorine dromaeosaurids

have similar shapes and comparable bending strengths to those

of living birds [60]. Analysis of feather stiffness [61] and vane

asymmetry ratios [62] demonstrates that the feathers of early

paravians might have been less competent as individual airfoils

than the primary feathers of living birds (but see [63]). This might

have limited earlier taxa to the use of unslotted wings. Further-

more, some questions remain regarding the upstroke kinematics

available to early paravians [18, 64, 65]. Taken together, these

data indicate that early paravianswere capable of similar aerody-

namic force production to that seen during steady-state condi-

tions in livingbirds, excluding theuseof slottedwing tips. Inquan-

titative terms, these data suggest that lift coefficients up to 1.6

(typical steady-state maximum for living birds) were possible,

but the larger lift coefficients sometimes achieved by living taxa

by using dynamic stall and similar unsteady mechanisms (as

high as 5.3—see Norberg [66]) might not have been possible.

Wing loading and specific lift estimates of fossil theropods that

pass value thresholds characterizing all volant modern birds

therefore indicate a potential for powered flight.

Physiological Requirements for Flight
Our estimates of specific lift utilize a range of potential muscle

power available to our theropod taxa to reflect prevailing uncer-

tainty in this parameter. We assume that at least some anaerobic

power was available for climb out after takeoff, and we have

included this in our estimates, but we have kept the estimates

of this anaerobic fraction conservative (see Supplemental Infor-

mation). The specific lift estimates also take into account the

likely limitations on the maximum coefficient of lift in early taxa

mentioned above.

Our Approach
Estimates of wing loading and specific lift were calculated from

reconstructed ancestral morphologies by using our own direct

measurements of specimens as well as parameters reported in

the literature. This allowed us to identify ancestors that fall within

the range seen in extant volant birds, which we consider more

accurate than just mapping diagnostic features or single metrics

of flight capability in isolation. To consider parametric differ-

ences in past studies and differences from ongoing uncertainties

in paravian anatomy (see STAR Methods), we calculated a

maximum and minimum estimate for wing loading and specific

lift. These estimates bracket the range of calculation permuta-

tions currently available, producing the most conservative re-

sults currently possible (for additional information, see STAR

Methods and Methods S1G–S1J). Our approach contrasts with

the concept of body weight support examined in [18], as we

wanted to avoid using poorly known behavioral capabilities

(e.g., flapping speed, flap angle, and running speed) in our calcu-

lations in order to maximize the precision of our model. We inter-

pret our results in the context of the osteological and feather

anatomy changes recovered by our updated phylogenetic anal-

ysis to provide a detailed account of when and how powered

flight evolved.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Paravian Phylogeny
Our TWiG-based phylogenetic results help to confirm important

details recovered in previous non-TWiG and TWiG-based

studies and show interrelationships for taxa that have never

been evaluated in a phylogenetic analysis. All extended implied

weighting (XIW) and equal weighting (EW) topologies support

the monophyly of each of the traditionally recognized paravian

clades: Paraves comprises Deinonychosauria and Avialae as in

[2, 25–28] and Deinonychosauria comprises Dromaeosauridae

and Troodontidae as in [2, 4, 28, 32, 33] (Figure 1; Methods

S1A–S1D; see ‘‘Character weighting’’ in STAR Methods).

Dromaeosaurid interrelationships are significantly improved

relative to previous TWiG-based studies with better supported

internal resolution. Four anchiornithine taxa scattered

throughout Paraves in previous TWiG analyses [1, 2] are gath-

ered into a distinct clade of early-diverging avialans (Anchiorni-

thinae) as in [34, 40, 67] and, in part, [4] (Figure 1; Methods

S1A–S1D). Our results generate a revised list of evolutionary syn-

apomorphies for the major paravian clades, including a refined

sequence of evolutionary changes at the base of Avialae (Fig-

ure 1). A succinct description of the results is given here with

additional details provided in Methods S1 (see ‘‘Additional

description of results, including previously unreported synapo-

morphies of select paravian clades’’).

Despite there being some differences in how paravian interre-

lationships are recovered between this study and previous ones
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[1, 2, 4, 13, 14, 28, 30, 32–37], some of these past studies share

the same synapomorphies for Paraves, making themuseful traits

for identifying members of the clade. A laterally facing glenoid

fossa is an especially useful trait for identification (character

[char.] 136.1 in this study), as it was recovered at the equivalent

node in two recent TWiG studies (char. 138.1 in Turner et al. [2]

and char. 136.1 in Brusatte et al. [1]) and is related to the exten-

sion of the glenoid floor onto the external surface of the scapula,

which is a paravian synapomorphy in the non-TWiG-based

studies of Agnolin and Novas [67] (char. 138.1 in [67]), Senter

et al. [28] (char. 216.1 in [28]), and Xu et al. [28] (char. 122.1 in

[33]) as well as a (Jinfengopteryx + Paraves) synapomorphy of

Foth et al. [34] (char. 133.1 in [34]).

The basic dromaeosaurid topology is maintained in this study,

with unenlagiines and microraptorines at earlier diverging posi-

tions (contra [67]) and eudromaeosaurians at later diverging

ones [1, 2, 15, 17, 28, 30, 32]. Regardless of the character

weighting employed, Mahakala is recovered as the earliest

diverging dromaeosaurid followed by the Unenlagiinae (Rahona-

vis sister to Buitreraptor and (Neuquenraptor + Austroraptor))

and then Shanag; the latter taxon is sister to the clade

(Microraptorinae + Eudromaeosauria). Several recent phyloge-

netic analyses have had difficulties resolving microraptorine in-

terrelationships with the TWiG-based studies of Brusatte et al.

[1], Turner et al. [2], and Lü and Brusatte [17] recovering polyto-

mies in their reduced strict consensus trees (Figure 64 of [2]; Fig-

ure S2 of [1]; Figure 5 of [17]). Only the non-TWiG-based topol-

ogies of Senter et al. [28] and Xu et al. [33] were resolved. As

originally suggested by Senter et al. [28], we recover the largest

microraptorine, Tianyuraptor, as the earliest diverging member

of Microraptorinae under both XIW and EW results but contrary

to its previously suggested eudromaeosaurian affinity [32]. For

the first time, we recover another relatively large-bodied micro-

raptorine, Zhenyuanlong, as the next earliest divergingmicrorap-

torine, which previously had an unresolved phylogenetic position

within a polytomy of Liaoning dromaeosaurids [17]. Tianyuraptor

and Zhenyuanlong lack both a characteristic tubercle along the

lateral edge of the mid-shaft of the posteriorly curved pubis

and the presence of a subarctometatarsalian foot, unlike other

microraptorines (chars. 228.0 and 200.1). However, Tianyuraptor

is unique amongmicroraptorines in having a straight pubis (char.

177.0), resembling other non-unenlagiine and non-velociraptor-

ine dromaeosaurids. Other smaller, later-diverging microraptor-

ines (char. 200.1) are recovered as a polytomy in both the XIW

and EW strict consensus trees. As expected, the later-diverging

microraptorines include the Early Cretaceous Chinese dromaeo-

saurids Changyuraptor and IVPP V22530 [15, 31].

Bambiraptor was recovered as the earliest diverging eudro-

maeosaurian in all XIW results, whereas, in all EW results, Bam-

biraptor is the second earliest diverging eudromaeosaurian after

Saurornitholestes. A relatively early-diverging position for

Bambiraptor within Eudromaeosauria was recovered by the

non-TWiG studies of Agnolı́n and Novas [67], Senter et al. [28],

and DePalma et al. [32], and both Bambiraptor and Saurornitho-

lesteswere nested within Velociraptorinae in the TWiG studies of

Turner et al. [2] and Brusatte et al. [1]. Under both equal and

differential weighting, the remaining traditionally identified eu-

dromaeosaurians do not have resolved interrelationships in

the strict consensus tree except for Linheraptor and Tsaagan,

which are recovered in a sister relationship as expected [39].

Pruning Yurgovuchia, Acheroraptor, V. osmolskae, and Utahrap-

tor from the eudromaeosaurian polytomy in both the XIW and EW

strict consensus tree reveals a much more resolved topology,

with a monophyletic Dromaeosaurinae and Velociraptorinae

(see ‘‘Additional description of results, including previously

unreported synapomorphies of select paravian clades’’ in

Methods S1).

Our results under XIW and EW fail to recover Anchiornithinae

as part of Troodontidae (contra [1, 2]). The remaining troodontids

were recovered in at least two clades in recent TWiG studies

(Figure S2 of Brusatte et al. [1] and Figure 57 of [2], but their

composition differs; see ‘‘Additional description of results,

including previously unreported synapomorphies of select para-

vian clades’’ in Methods S1).

In the XIW and EW topologies, the anchiornithine paravians

from northeastern China—Anchiornis, Aurornis, Eosinopteryx,

and Xiaotingia—were recovered as the earliest diverging avialan

clade (earlier diverging than Archaeopteryx and later-diverging

avialans) as in [34, 40, 67] and, in part, [4]. The avialan node

recovered in this study is shared by the anchiornithines and

traditional avialans (we define Avialae as a stem-based taxon

after [2]).

Group support calculated by using symmetric resampling [68]

was generally very low within Paraves, indicating that nodes are

supported with relatively high levels of character conflict

(Methods S1E and S1F). Disregarding the most unstable taxa,

reasonable support values between 76 and 100 were found for

the rest of the tree, including Paraves, Troodontidae, Dromaeo-

sauridae, Unenlagiinae, and Eudromaeosauria (Methods S1E

and S1F). In other datasets [1, 2, 28, 33, 34], the nodal supports

of paravian nodes are generally low, and Bremer supports are

typically between 1 and 2 for most paravian nodes (but see Xu

et al. [33]). See ‘‘Group supports and conflict’’ in the STAR

Methods for more information. See Pol and Goloboff [69] for a

more extended discussion of coelurosaurian group support.

Major Types of Biomechanical Competency for Flight
Our expanded, more resolved, and better evaluated TWiG-

based phylogeny provides the opportunity to assess the three

major types of biomechanical competency for theropod

flight—anatomical, aerodynamic force production, and physio-

logical. This allows us to identify which paravian ancestors had

Figure 1. Revised Paravian Phylogeny

Reduced strict consensus tree showing topology common to analyses using extended implied character weighting and equal character weighting. Group

support values are the lowest ones recovered under either character weighting scheme and under any of the combinations of pruned taxa (see Methods S1E for

the complete set of support values and ‘‘Group supports and conflict’’ in the STAR Methods for more information). See Results and Discussion section for

synapomorphies shared with previous studies. For the details about previously unreported synapomorphies, see ‘‘Additional description of results, including

previously unreported synapomorphies of select paravian clades’’ in Methods S1. See STAR Methods for the details of the phylogenetic analysis. Skeletal re-

constructions (scale bar represents 10 cm) are used with the permission of Scott A. Hartman.
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the potential for powered flight and to determine the extent to

which they meet the requirements for flight we see in modern

birds.

Anatomical Requirements for Flight

The primary anatomical requirements for flapping flight are sum-

marized by wing loading. All of the non-paravian vane-feathered

theropods sampled have estimated wing loading values well

above 2.5 gcm�2, with the lowest values of�6.0 gcm�2 (Figure 2;

Methods S1G and S1H) being larger than values previously

measured in extant flightless birds, such as flightless ducks, cor-

morants, or Kakapos [70–72]. Using ancestral morphologies

calculated by using ancestral state reconstruction analysis, we

Figure 2. Parsimony-Based Ancestral State Reconstruction Analysis of Paravian Wing Loading and Specific Lift Using the Updated TWiG-

Based Phylogeny

Powered flight potential in an ancestor or terminal taxon as suggested bywing loading estimates below the 2.5 gcm�2 threshold (Methods S1G and S1H): marked

in dark green shading if relating to the maximum reconstructed ancestral value (i.e., minimum powered flight potential; minimum wing area and maximum body

mass); marked in light green shading if only relating to the minimum reconstructed ancestral value (i.e., maximum powered flight potential; maximum wing area

andminimumbodymass). Gray shading denotes wing loading estimates above the 2.5 gcm�2 threshold. Powered flight potential in an ancestor or terminal taxon

as suggested by specific lift values above the 9.8 Nkg�1 threshold (Methods S1I and S1J): marked in stippled light blue shading if relating to a maximum estimate

(SLmax usesmaximummuscle-mass-specific power output [Po,m] of 287Wkg�1); marked in light blue shading if relating tominimum estimate (SLmin uses Po,m of

225 Wkg�1, respectively). Specific lift estimates below 9.8 Nkg�1 threshold are not marked. The figure includes the trends of increased forelimb length (dark blue

arrow) and decreased body size (red arrow) along themicroraptorine lineage. Seemain text for flight-related synapomorphies. See also STARMethods, Methods

S1, Tables S1 and S2, and the ‘‘Parsimony analysis’’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk. Skeletal reconstructions are used with the

permission of Scott A. Hartman (scale bar represents 10 cm).
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determined all avialans (including anchiornithines) and five dro-

maeosaurids (Bambiraptor, Buitreraptor, Changyuraptor,Micro-

raptor, and Rahonavis) among the vane-feathered paravians

sampled have wing loading estimates at or below the 2.5

gcm�2 threshold for modern flapping flyers (Figure 2; Methods

S1G and S1H). The dromaeosauridMahakala and the troodontid

Jinfengopteryx are just above this threshold (Methods S1G and

S1H). The early-diverging positions of the larger microraptorines

Tianyuraptor and Zhenyuanlong imply a decrease in body size

and an increase in relative forelimb length across Microraptori-

nae. This was confirmed quantitatively by using parsimony-

based ancestral state reconstruction of bodymass (from femoral

length) and relative forelimb length (from [humerus + ulna length]/

femur length). In other dromaeosaurid lineages, there appear to

be multiple trends of body size and forelimb change (decreases

as well as increases) [2, 73]. See Figure 2, STAR Methods, and

Methods S1K–S1N.

Using ancestral morphologies calculated with ancestral state

reconstruction analysis as well as direct calculations of wing

loading and specific lift reveals that all fossil avialans sampled

met the thresholds for powered flight seen in modern birds.

This suggests that they had at least the potential for powered

flight: wing loading values at or below 2.5 gcm�2 and specific

lift estimates that exceed 9.8 Nkg�1 (except for minimum esti-

mates of specific lift where Po,m = 225 Wkg�1) (Figure 2;

Methods S1J). Interestingly, the closest common ancestor of an-

chiornithines and later-diverging avialans fails the specific lift

thresholds of powered flight potential, supporting a lack of pow-

ered flight in this ancestor (Figure 2). The potential for powered

flight we found in anchiornithines (contra [18]) is supported by

a reduced capacity for terrestrial running and greater emphasis

on wing-based locomotion implied by the more proximal attach-

ment of tail musculature, elongation of the acromion process,

and more slender distal tibia found at the node shared between

anchiornithines and traditional avialans [41]. The exception

among anchiornithines is Xiaotingia, which was reasonably close

to these thresholds for powered flight potential (Figures 2, 3, and

4). The potential for powered flight in anchiornithines should be

treated cautiously though. This is because aspects of their anat-

omymight have affected their flight-relevant forelimb capabilities

negatively, e.g., lack of functionally asymmetrical feathers (char.

1.0), relatively short ulnae and humerii compared with those of

later-diverging avialans (char. 233.0; char. 262.2), limited pecto-

ral musculature indicated by a weakly developed deltopectoral

crest (char. 138.2) with an apex located closer to its proximal

end (char. 684.2), and the lack of a bony sternum (at least in An-

chiornis) [56, 74]. Paradoxically, Xiaotingia has a bowed rather

than straight ulna, a feature linked with better takeoff potential

in modern birds [75]. It also has a narrower radius (char. 438.1)

like the aerodynamically capable Microraptor, suggesting

some potential benefits related to flapping-based locomotion.

Alternatively, these features might yield mechanical advantages

in contexts other than powered flight that deserve further

investigation.

The more active muscle-based shoulder stabilization ex-

pected in early-diverging birds is an anatomical limitation of

powered flight potential that also needs to be considered,

because it would have used energy that could have otherwise

been used for lift generation (their acrocoracoid process and/

or its homologs is at or below the level of the glenoid: char.

342.0 of [77]). A more passive and efficient intermediate condi-

tion of shoulder stabilization did not appear until at least the

node uniting Jeholornis and later-diverging birds, although the

earliest members of this clade still lacked a bony sternum and

modern arm-flapping capabilities [41] (the acrocoracoid process

became elevated above the glenoid: char. 342.1; the strut-like

coracoid appeared: char. 134.3; amore passive ligament system

enables compressive forces to be transmitted from the wing to

the sternum [77]). The stabilizing role of a bony sternum is a syn-

apomorphy of themore inclusive clade of Jixiangornis (possibly a

synonym of Jeholornis) and more modern birds (char. 126.1).

Shoulder stabilization becomes even more passive and efficient

at the node unitingHongshanornis andmoremodern birds, when

the humeral head becomes enlarged through the development

of a proximal convexity (char. 352.1). However, modern-style

arm-flapping capabilities did not appear until later ornithurans

[41]. Thus, fossil paravians that we suggest have the potential

for powered flight likely did so less efficiently andwith greater en-

ergy costs than do modern birds.

Aerodynamic Force Production Requirements for Flight

At the nodes Pennaraptora and Paraves, our wing loading esti-

mates decrease, and to a lesser extent, our specific lift estimates

increase (Figure 2). This coincides with a notable reduction in

body size [3, 41, 73, 78, 79], the appearance of pennaceous

feathers [34, 41, 80] (symmetrical at Pennaraptora [81] and

char. 456.1; asymmetrical at Paraves) [41, 81], and a respiratory

systemmore suited to higher intensity aerobic activity (advanced

costosternal ventilator pump appearing among pennaraptorans

[41]). Taken together, these findings support the suggested

arm-flapping capabilities of pennaraptorans [41], as well as the

potential for wing-assisted locomotion among paravians [41].

In other words, the data suggest that the wings of these taxa

might have been used to assist in locomotion, such as running

speed, turning, braking, and jumping [18]. However, it is only at

the node Paraves that either of our ranges of wing loading and

specific lift estimates approach the minimal thresholds of pow-

ered flight potential (cf. initial aerial locomotion [41]) and only in

Avialae and a few independent lineages within Paraves (Unenla-

giinae andMicroraptorinae), where both thresholds are reached,

thus indicating high probabilities of powered flight potential

(Figures 2, 3, and 4). This supports the disconnect between the

origins of pennaceous feathers and their incorporation into a

flight-capable regime in non-avialan theropods [18, 34]. Penna-

ceous feathers (char. 456.1) appear at Pennaraptora [81] (but

see [47]), becoming asymmetrical in Paraves [41, 81]. Asymmet-

rical forelimb feathers are found in Microraptor and are wide-

spread among birds diverging later than Anchiornithinae (char.

1.1). This, in turn, lends credence to the hypothesis that penna-

ceous feathers and wings first evolved for non-flight purposes,

e.g., other wing-assisted locomotion [18], display, or egg brood-

ing [82, 83].

Physiological Requirements for Flight

Accounting for these constraints, among non-avialan paravians,

only Microraptor and Rahonavis have specific lift estimates

above 9.8 Nkg�1; no other non-avialan taxa were possibly volant

(Figures 2, 3, and 4). Direct calculation of specific lift inMicrorap-

tor (Figure 3) shows that it passes the specific lift threshold for

powered flight potential, with our maximum estimate of specific
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lift using a Po,m of 287 Wkg�1. A wide range of plausible body

mass estimates forMicroraptor and Rahonavis derived from fos-

sil measurements and 3D volumetric methods recovered the po-

tential for powered flight: permutations, including body masses

up to double what would be expected for a living bird of similar

span, still retrieve a powered flight potential. For example, using

the regression equations for wingspan versus mass calculated

by Witton [84], using a larger dataset of extant birds (n = 96) or

bats (n = 102), we generate mass estimates of 0.445 and

0.323 kg, respectively. Also, if we compare our estimate to a

commonly used analog, the Common raven Corvus corax, we

find that similar-sized individuals have wing spans well in excess

of one meter (data from [55, 85]). Larger or earlier diverging rela-

tives of Microraptor and Rahonavis, such as Mahakala, Buitrer-

aptor, Changyuraptor, and Bambiraptor, as well as all troodon-

tids, show lower values of lift (Figure 2; Methods S1I and S1J).

Ancestral wing loading and specific lift can be calculated by us-

ing the wing loading and specific lift calculated for terminal taxa.

However, we consider this less accurate than calculating ances-

tral morphologies and then using the nodal values to calculate

ancestral wing loading and specific lift, because it does not inde-

pendently assess values for the individual variables that deter-

mine wing loading and specific lift (which can change indepen-

dently). Despite that, ancestral values of wing loading and

specific lift calculated fromwing loading and specific lift in termi-

nals still produced similar results (Figure 3).

A wide range of deinonychosaurs showed wing loading values

below the 2.5 gcm�2 threshold (Figures 2, 3, and 4). What is of

particular interest in our results is the subset of taxa below the

wing loading threshold but near or above the specific lift

threshold (Figures 2, 3, and 4). Ancestral paravians shared

several traits that presumably benefited the development of flap-

ping-based locomotion, including smaller body size [41, 73],

asymmetrically vaned feathers [41, 81], elongated and robust

forelimbs [4, 41], a laterally orientated glenoid fossa articulation

surface (char. 136.1; at equivalent node in [2]: char. 138.1;

Figure 3. Maximum and Minimum Estimates of Wing Loading and Specific Lift for Each Terminal Taxon

Maximum and minimum estimates of wing loading calculated using conservative and ultra-conservative wing areas (light orange and brown dots, respectively).

Maximum and minimum estimates of specific lift were calculated using a broad range of Po,m values (287 Wkg�1 and 225 Wkg�1). These terminal taxon values

were not calculated from ancestral morphologies using ancestral state reconstruction analysis. See plotted values and their derivation in the ‘‘Parsimony

analysis’’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk and in Tables S1 and S2. Skeletal reconstructions are used with the permission of Scott A.

Hartman (scale bar represents 10 cm). See also Methods S1.
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related to the extension of the glenoid floor onto the external sur-

face of the scapula: char. 138.1 in [67], char. 216.1 in [28], char.

122.1 in [33], and char. 133.1 in [34] for node (Jinfengopteryx +

Paraves)), a symmetrical furcula (char. 469.1), a laterally everted

anterior edge of the acromion margin (char. 131.1), and elabo-

rated brain regions associated with vision [41]. Although the

origin of powered flight has been proposed at Paraves [41], our

data do not support this but suggest the possibility of powered

flight originating independently outside avialans. The unenlagiine

Rahonavis is our strongest deinonychosaur candidate for flight

potential, passing all wing loading and specific lift requirements

(Figures 2, 3, and 4). This relates to its extremely elongated fore-

arms of Rahonavis (ulna is longer than the femur as well as the

tibia: Table 1 of [86]; see additional details in the spreadsheet

in the ‘‘Parsimony analysis’’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/10.

5061/dryad.866t1g1nk), which suggest very large wings.

The microraptorine Microraptor is another strong non-avialan

candidate for flight, being below 9.8 Nkg�1 only for the strictest

calculations (and even then displaying values approaching cut-

off) (Figures 2, 3, and 4). Its robust, asymmetrically feathered

forelimbs controlled by muscles attached to a fused, ossified

sternum [6] support this. The vane asymmetry of its feathers

though are less than the 3:1 vane ratio required for aeroelastic

stability [62], which might have limited Microraptor to relatively

Figure 4. Overview of Flight Capabilities in

Avialan and Non-avialan Theropods Tested

in This Study

We grade taxa as more capable of some degree of

flight capacity if they surpass minimum thresholds

in several or all testing regimes administered here.

For taxa that only pass the wing loading criteria,

we deem them least likely up to the specimens and

taxa that pass both tests at all three power level

permutations that have strong potential for pow-

ered flight. Because the taxon Microraptor is

crucial to our analyses, we included several mass

and wing area estimate permutations (see text)

labeled as follows: Allen 2013, Allen et al., 2013

[76]; C& T 2007, Chatterjee and Templin, 2007 [19];

and Dyke 2013, Dyke et al., 2013 [20]. The

numbers in brackets beside a taxon indicate the

number of specific lift permutations, out of 3, that

said taxon succeeded in meeting or surpassing

the minimum threshold. SL, specific lift tests; WL,

wing loading. See also STAR Methods, Methods

S1, Tables S1 and S2, and the ‘‘Parsimony anal-

ysis’’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/10.5061/

dryad.866t1g1nk.

short flights (aeroelastic stability requires

at least a 3:1 vane ratio). However, this is

the case for many early avialan taxa that

otherwise seem flight capable. This is

complementary to reconstructed aerody-

namic prowess by several independent

studies using traditional functional

morphology [5], physical [20–22, 87],

and theoretical modeling [19, 20]. Decec-

chi et al. [18] modeled launching inMicro-

raptor (and other paravian taxa) similar to

living birds. To further evaluateMicroraptor’s candidacy for pow-

ered flight, wemodeled its thrust-assisted launch potential under

the alternative approach of [88], which used wing-generated

thrust to supplement running takeoff in Archaeopteryx. We

used their original parameters and calculated permutations

that incorporated a larger flap angle and considered the effects

of drag with both our model ofMicroraptor and the models of ex-

isting published studies [19, 20, 22]. In all cases, we found that

Microraptor was capable of generating sufficient speed and

flight forces for a ground-based takeoff and were within the

range of values estimated for an arboreal launch [19, 20, 22].

Modeling approaches suggest that the 10% flight muscle ratio

is probably underestimated for microraptorines (and Archaeop-

teryx) [89, 76], although this low ratio is found in some living

volant birds, such as particular owl species [90]. If we increase

this ratio slightly to 13%–15%, which is well within the range of

living flying birds and is supported by volumetric modeling of

these taxa, values well in excess of 9.8 Nkg�1 are achieved.

For comparison, the average flight muscle fraction for living

volant birds is around 18.4%, and this average is somewhat

elevated by later-diverging forms, such as passerines that often

have high flight muscle fractions [90]. Such promising flight po-

tential provides a compelling context for interpreting unusual,

potentially flight-related anatomies in more detail (e.g., the
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elliptical fenestra of the deltopectoral crest found in Microraptor

and the volant early birds Confuciusornis and Sapeornis)

[16, 91, 92]. See ‘‘Additional description of results, including pre-

viously unreported synapomorphies of select paravian clades’’

in Methods S1 for additional information about microraptorines.

Although other paravian taxa, such as the troodontid Jinfen-

gopteryx and the dromaeosaurids Bambiraptor, Buitreraptor,

Changyuraptor, and Mahakala, are close to these thresholds,

they never surpass them, despite the generous wing and flight

muscle ratio reconstructions adopted (Figures 2, 3, and 4).

Even though they did not pass the specific lift threshold,

their high scores as well as low wing loading values make

these taxa—particularly the microraptorine Changyuraptor—

deserving of further study from the flight potential perspective,

using more fine-grained techniques andmodeling. This will distill

the extant nature of the changes that are necessary to transition

from non-volant, flapping-based locomotion to active flight. The

recent suggestion of a short-armed clade at the base of Dro-

maeosauridae [93] supports the idea that flight capability is not

ancestral to paravians.

Model Confidence and Hypothesis Testing
Phylogenetic distributions of wing loading and specific lift (see

STAR Methods and Methods S1G–S1J) combined with osteo-

logical, integumentary, and body size changes reconstructed

from our phylogeny contribute to a more holistic and integrated

view of the origin of powered theropod flight. The robust phylo-

genetic context allows us to examine the evolutionary transitions

of powered flight requirements from the perspective of anatomy,

aerodynamic force production, and muscle physiology. Of these

three categories of flight requirements, we are most confident

that some small non-avialan paravians had the required anatom-

ical competency for flight. We are highly confident that aerody-

namic force production was sufficient for flight in Microraptor,

Rahonavis, and early birds. Because muscle physiology is not

known for fossil taxa, and because our specific lift estimations

must necessarily make more assumptions than the other as-

pects of the analysis, we are less confident regarding the precise

patterns of specific lift evolution recovered in the analysis. How-

ever, our results do show that, for conservative muscle power

outputs, some of the non-avialan paravian taxa could likely fly,

even if only briefly at lower power outputs. All permutations for

Rahonavis suggest powered flight potential, as do 9 of our 12

permutations of the Microraptor gui model using 10% muscle

mass and all 12 using 13% muscle mass, as estimated by Allen

et al. [76]. From these results, we suggest thatmuscle physiology

might have been the limiting constraint for flight in early para-

vians. Under this model, any time muscle physiology crossed

the critical power output boundary, flight could have origi-

nated—and this could have happenedmultiple times. Our results

also allow us to test a number of other hypotheses relating to four

areas.

Muscle Size and Physiology

We reject the hypothesis that flight muscle fractions above 10%

would be required for large-winged, non-avian pennaraptorans

to engage in powered flight. We further reject the hypothesis

that flight muscle physiologies outside those seen in modern

birds would be required for large-winged, non-avian pennarap-

torans to engage in powered flight.

Wing Area

We reject the hypothesis that large-winged, non-avialan pennar-

aptorans would have been prevented from flight on account of

insufficient wing area in relation to body mass. Only under the

most extreme body mass estimates for large-winged non-avia-

lan pennaraptorans do we retrieve wing loading results above

the powered flight thresholds observed in living birds. For

example, even using the heaviest mass estimate per Allen

et al. [76] of 1.59 kg for Microraptor gui and the lowest wing

area estimate of Chatterjee and Templin [19], on the basis of

the incomplete estimate of feather length, we still obtain wing

loading values of 1.69 gcm�2, well below the 2.5 gcm�2

maximum and similar to values seen in adult chukar partridges

[85] and turkeys [94].

Duration of Aerial Behaviors

We cannot reject the hypothesis that powered aerial behaviors

in large-winged, non-avialan pennaraptorans were typically

brief in duration. Although the gross wing structure in large-

winged, non-avian pennaraptorans appears to be very similar

to that of living birds, the structure of individual feathers sug-

gests that aeroelastic instability in early taxa might have

reduced wing performance. In some permutations of our esti-

mated parameter set, recovery of power flight potential in

large-winged, non-avialan pennaraptorans was dependent on

a portion of the flight muscle mass being anaerobic. For

example, all anchiornithines at a 10% muscle fraction require

muscle outputs of minimally 250 Wkg�1 to achieve sufficient

lift for takeoff (except Xiaotingia, which never achieves suffi-

cient lift). In these cases, low muscle endurance would neces-

sitate short-ranged aerial behaviors.

Powered Flight Potential across Paraves

We cannot reject the hypothesis that large-winged, non-avialan

pennaraptorans potentially had powered flight and that some

kind of potential evolved multiple times among paravians. The

majority of our parameter permutations recover some level of

powered flight potential in large-winged, non-avialan paravians.

On the basis these results, we feel that it is likely that powered

flight evolved multiple times from a range of paravian ancestors

that were already nearing powered flight potential: twice in Dro-

maeosauridae; once or twice in Avialae (depending on character

optimizations for Xiaotingia); and potentially once in Troodonti-

dae (if more capable examples than Jinfengopteryx are found;

Figures 2, 3, and 4) but originated neither with Avialae nor at a

single node within Paraves. We consider this more likely than a

scenario in which the body densities or muscle physiologies of

non-avialan pennaraptorans were far outside those measured

in living birds. These potential powered flyers are all associated

with size reductions as well as forelimb elongation (in this study

and in [18, 73]). Notable anatomical differences between sub-

clades (e.g., the absence of ossified sterna in troodontids and

their presence in dromaeosaurids) [74, 95] suggest these inde-

pendent origins of flight are not entirely parallel—i.e., they do

not share the same anatomical starting points and might have

achieved functional flight in different ways. This also appears

to be the case for non-paravian pennaraptorans, as suggested

by the bizarre membranous wings of the scansoriopterygids

[33, 96]. The relative paucity of preserved troodontid forelimbs

compared with those of dromaeosaurids hinders some of these

reconstructions, but known forelimb differences have intriguing
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implications for the evolution and ecology of paravian powered

flight.

Revised Evolutionary Scenario and New Frontiers
Our analysis suggested multiple origins of powered flight from

differing initial conditions; some members exhibited some ca-

pacity for wing-based locomotory assistance that, although

not flight capable, might have assisted non-volant behaviors

[18]. This implies that Paraves, in general, might have been

experimenting with wing-assisted, non-volant behaviors to

expand into locomotory repertoires otherwise unexplored by

Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous vertebrates. These

include high-speed running and starts, leaping, rapid braking

and turning, and dynamic balance. Emphasis on some of

these behaviors in different paravian, and even pennarap-

toran, clades might have presented opportunities for diverse

ecological niches for these agile taxa. Only when some clades

evolved smaller body sizes did these independent biome-

chanical repertoires, adapted for high-speed terrestrial or

scansorial locomotion, become capable of powered flight.

This evolutionary scenario emphasizes further examination

of the non-volant, large-bodied paravians, with the goal of

estimating their differing anatomical and biomechanical spe-

cializations. The results presented here suggest paravians

were exploring a wider range of locomotory niches than previ-

ously appreciated and might have set the stage for the origin

of birds and powered flight from a rapidly evolving, highly

diverse suite of locomotory and ecological experimentations.
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Data and Code Availability
The data and code generated or analyzed during this study (including new custom computer code) are available from the Lead Con-

tact Michael Pittman (mpittman@hku.hk) and on the public repository Dryad: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Experimental models are coelurosaurian theropod dinosaur fossils deposited in international public repositories. The authors ob-

tained institutional permission to study these specimens and collect data from them. Other scientists can freely access these fossil

specimens for scientific study. For additional information, see .xlsx file in ‘Parsimony analysis’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/10.

5061/dryad.866t1g1nk.

Phylogenetic Dataset
The coelurosaurian theropod dataset of Brusatte et al. [1] - the most recent version of the Theropod Working Group dataset (TWiG

dataset) - was significantly expanded with data pertinent to paravian phylogeny, especially data concerning dromaeosaurids. Nine

dromaeosaurid terminals were added to this expanded version of the TWiG dataset for the first time, including the Late Cretaceous

microraptorine IVPP V22530, Changyuraptor, Zhenyuanlong, Luanchuanraptor, Acheroraptor, Linheraptor, Yurgovuchia, Dakotarap-

tor and Velociraptor osmolskae. The current dataset has thirty-one dromaeosaurid taxa, including all valid genera that have been

included in previous phylogenetic analyses, except forPyroraptor (represented by a fragmentary specimen lacking recognizable syn-

apomorphies [2]). Codings of many other dromaeosaurids, troodontids, and early-diverging avialans have been revised, including

Anchiornis, Aurornis, Eosinopteryx and individual specimens of Archaeopteryx. Codings for several non-paravian maniraptorans

have also been revised or added for the first time e.g., the scansoriopteryid Yi. Phylogenetic coding changes in this study were rela-

tive to Brusatte et al. [1] and other past studies. Terminals added were the following: IVPP V22530, Changyuraptor, Zhenyuanlong,

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited Data

Phylogenetic data matrix This paper .tnt file in ‘Parsimony analysis’ folder on Dryad: https://

doi.org/10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk

Ancestral state reconstruction analysis and direct

calculation of wing loading and specific lift

This paper .xlsx file in ‘Parsimony analysis’ folder on Dryad:

https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk;Methods S1

Parsimony-based phylogenetic analysis and mapping This paper ‘Parsimony analysis’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/

10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk; Methods S1

Likelihood mapping of wing loading and specific lift This paper ‘Tests with Mk model’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/

10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk; Methods S1

Software and Algorithms

New phylogenetic analysis scripts This paper ‘Parsimony analysis’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/

10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk

New parsimony mapping scripts This paper ‘Parsimony analysis’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/

10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk

New likelihood mapping scripts This paper ‘Tests with Mk model’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/

10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk

Tree analysis using New Technology (TNT) V 1.5 http://www.lillo.org.ar/

phylogeny/tnt/
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Luanchuanraptor, Acheroraptor, Linheraptor, Yurgovuchia,Dakotaraptor, Velociraptor osmolskae, Sinusonasus, Archaeopteryx Lon-

don specimen,ArchaeopteryxBerlin specimen,ArchaeopteryxMunich specimen,Archaeopteryx Eichst€att specimen,Archaeopteryx

Thermopolis specimen, Archaeopteryx Haarlem specimen, Archaeopteryx Solnhofen specimen and Archaeopteryx 11th specimen.

Terminals with revised codings were as follows: Dromaeosaurus,Deinonychus, Velociraptor mongoliensis, Balaur, Tsaagan, Bambir-

aptor, Tianyuraptor, Sinornithosaurus, Microraptor, Graciliraptor, Hesperonychus, Rahonavis, Buitreraptor, Neuquenraptor + Unen-

lagia, Austroraptor, Shanag,Mahakala, Atrociraptor, Utahraptor, Adasaurus, Saurornitholestes, Troodon, Jinfengopteryx,Mei, Sino-

venator,Sinornithoides,Byronosaurus, Xixiasaurus, Saurornithoides, Zanabazar, Epidexipteryx,Sapeornis, Jeholornis, Incisivosaurus

and Caudipteryx.

All taxa were coded based on first-hand examinations, relevant literature and photographs. Some codings for the newly included

taxa e.g., Acheroraptor, Yurgovuchia, Dakotaraptor and Yiwere also adopted from non-TWiG datasets [28, 30, 32, 33]. Four Archae-

opteryx specimens (Eichst€att, Berlin, Haarlem and Munich) were re-examined first-hand using Laser-Stimulated Fluorescence (LSF)

imaging [97], revealing additional anatomical details.

The character list of Brusatte et al. [1] consists of 853 characters compiled frommultiple sources. A new character state was added

to character 229 to reflect a potential synapomorphy of Archaeopteryx specimens on the ischium (marked with *). A new character

state was also added to character 744 to reflect the variations of pedal phalanx II-2 in deinonychosaurians (marked with *).

Character 229 is as follows: Ischium, distally placed dorsal process along posterior edge of shaft

0: absent; 1: present; 2*present, and forming a narrow notch distally

Character 743 is as follows: Pes, phalanx II-2, length

0: more than 60% of length of pedal phalanx II-1; 1: less than 60% of length of pedal phalanx II-1; 2*: more than 60% of length of

pedal phalanx II-1, and pedal phalanx with distinctly enlarged condyles and ventral heel

METHOD DETAILS

Automated phylogenetic analysis
The phylogenetic analysis was carried out with TNT version 1.5 [98, 99]. In order tomake the analysis fully reproducible and less time-

consuming to run, a master script was used to automate thorough searches, as well as the subsequent diagnosis and characteriza-

tion of results. All the scripts and batch files for initial analysis, diagnosis, and other tasks, are available on Dryad: https://doi.org/10.

5061/dryad.866t1g1nk READ ME FIRST file provides step-by-step instructions.

Tree searches

Tree searches used the extended search algorithms of TNT (initially using 5 random addition sequence Wagner trees followed by

TBR, sectorial searches [CSS, RSS, and XSS], and 5 cycles of tree-drifting, followed by tree-fusing (see [100] for details). The search

calculated the consensus as trees of optimal score were repeatedly found (eliminating branches of minimum length zero [101]; sub-

sequent consensus calculation after pruning rogue taxamore conservatively collapsed trees with TBR branch-swapping [102]), stop-

ping the search only when the consensus becomes stable to new hits, so validating the accuracy of the consensus for the corre-

sponding dataset and optimality criterion. Thus, optimal score was found independently as many times as needed to obtain a

stable consensus; this validation procedure was performed three times for greater reliability. A common problem in palaeontological

studies is the extremely large numbers of equally parsimonious trees (due to missing entries), but the consensus stabilization pro-

cedure can produce an accurate consensus without finding all equally possible most parsimonious trees (thus greatly saving in

computational effort [100]). The trees found by the routines used, therefore, are a representative sample of all possible most parsi-

monious trees (instead of all the trees), and their consensus is expected to be identical to the consensus of all possible most parsi-

monious trees for the dataset. For all the analyses performed here, treeswere rooted onAllosaurus (following previous TWiG analyses

[1, 2]).

Parsimony and character weighting

All of our analyses included implied weighting (XIW) [103], with modifications proposed by [104] that prevent improper inflation of

weights due to missing entries (downweighting the weight of characters with missing entries faster). The missing entries were

assumed to have 0.8 of the homoplasy in observed entries, but not extrapolating beyond 5 times the observed homoplasy. The an-

alyses used a concavity of 10, which weights mildly against characters with homoplasy (see ‘Parsimony analysis’ folder on Dryad

(https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk) for the cost of adding a step to each of the characters in the dataset, for the trees optimal

under XIW; for ca. 80% of the characters, the cost of adding a step is within a 5:1 ratio, relative to the cost for no homoplasy; for only

8% of the characters is the cost of adding an extra step above a 10:1 ratio, relative to no homoplasy).

Identification of rogue taxa

The rogue taxa were identified automatically with TNT, using two types of routines combined. First, the taxa were identified heuristi-

cally saving to a list those (combinations of) prunes that improve resolution, with the commands prunnelsen (which tries combinations

of taxa pruned for each polytomy), in the case of strict consensus trees, and the command chkmoves (which swaps taxa with TBR

and records taxa that can be moved within a certain distance from the original position with a specified difference in score), for the

case of measuring group supports. The initial heuristic list is then refined with a new technique (implemented in the prupdn command

of TNT), which takes possible combinations of taxa from the list produced heuristically, measuring whether the resolution or the over-

all degree of support is increased when the taxon combination is added to, or removed from the consensus. The refinement proced-

ure is potentially more time consuming, but the number of combinations to try is reduced by taking candidates from the initial heuristic
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list. This two-step procedure allowed us to produce reduced consensus trees with a good degree of resolution or support, fully auto-

matically. The two-step procedure was first applied to increasing the general resolution of the tree, and then applied (with more inten-

sive parameters) to resolving reduced trees comprising only the Dromaeosauridae (which in being a focus of the present paper in-

cludes a significant proportion of wildcards, so that stable taxa are harder to identify). See Methods S1 for details on specific

strategies and parameters used in the scripts, and a description of the optimality criterion used to evaluate a given set of taxon prun-

ings in the refinement step. The rogue taxa were excluded from the trees when calculating the consensus; they were never excluded

from the matrix in any search for optimal trees (thus, the character information in the rogues can influence the relationships of the

other taxa; see [105] for a recent discussion of this problem).

The identification of rogue taxa (both for improving the resolution of the strict consensus, and for improving the group support

values) was carried out in two steps, first identifying a list of possible rogues with a heuristic procedure, then selecting from that

list with an optimality-based method. The identification of rogues for the strict consensus was carried out with a routine implemented

in a script called improvecombin, and for the supports (i.e., frequency differences) with a routine implemented in a script called

bothprunes.

To improve the strict consensus tree (for EW, XIW, and EW-XIW combined), the initial heuristic list for the whole tree was created

(with prunnelsen =3/>heuristic_prunset) by exhaustively trying all triple combinations of nodes connected to polytomies, saving to the

list all cases of prunings that increase the resolution of the tree. If alternative sets of taxa provide different ways to improve the

consensus trees, both will be saved, so that the final list may contain more taxa than the minimum needed for optimal resolution.

This is why the second stage, using an optimality criterion, helps refine the identification of rogues. This is a command implemented

in TNT as part of the research for this paper, prupdn (for prune-up-and-down). The command takes the list of heuristic candidates,

and (in the ‘‘up’’ mode, the ‘‘<’’ option) reinserts into the consensus combinations of up to 2 taxa (the ‘‘=2’’ option), evaluating the

result of the reinsertion with E = (P +
P

v) / (T – 2), where
P

v = sum of support values across all branches of the resulting tree,

T = number of taxa for the complete tree (i.e., with the least possible prunings), and P = penalty for pruned taxa. The penalty P is

calculated asP =R x 100 x (1 – F2), whereR = number of taxa removed (relative to the full taxon set), and F = factor to penalise removal

varying between 0 and 1 (with larger values providing a stronger penalty and thus accepting only those prunings that improve the tree

more; for the entire tree, a factor of 0.5 was used, with the option ‘‘:0.5’’). When evaluating E for the pruning for strict consensus (i.e.,

with the ‘‘&100’’ option), the value v for each group is either 0 or 1, and the program in this case saves time by not pruning combi-

nations of taxa that attach to different polytomies in the full consensus. Thus, to summarize, for the entire tree, the options used were

prupdn heuristic_prunset final_prunset :0.5 =2 < &100.

Since the Dromaeosauridae included several very fragmentary taxa, that jointly float in the tree, their identification required more

intensive parameters, with more taxa pruned in the initial heuristic stage (5 taxa, with prunnelsen =5/>heuristic_prunset), and com-

binations of up to 3 taxa (instead of 2) reinserted into the tree, evaluating prunes with a factor of 0.9 (instead of 0.5, so that pruning a

taxon is more costly), with the command prupdn heuristic_prunset final_prunset :0.9 =3 < &100.

The same procedure was used for improving the consensus of EW, XIW, and EW combined with XIW (in the bothprunes script).

For improving the group supports, it was necessary to use more trees than just the optimal trees, since a taxon with a unique po-

sition in the optimal trees may nonetheless move around with minimal differences in score, thus decreasing group supports. To

detect which taxa may be pruned to further improve group supports, then, the initial heuristic list was obtained by subjecting 11 arbi-

trarily chosen optimal trees to a round of TBR swapping, accepting moves suboptimal by a score difference of 2 and a relative score

difference [102] of 0.25 (i.e., equivalent to the conflict of 3 versus 4 characters), and recording the list of taxa that can be moved to up

to 5 nodes away from the original position, in the case of EW, and up to 3 nodes away, in the case of XIW (i.e., chkmoves [ 0.10 /5 >

heuristic_prunset). The initial heuristic prunset included both the taxa that move with small score differences under either EW or XIW.

The taxa identified as rogues for the individual sets of EW, and of XIW trees, were added to this heuristic set of prunes. Then, this set of

possible prunes was submitted to the iterative improver of the prupdn command, in the default ‘‘down’’ mode (i.e., pruning combi-

nations of up to 4 taxa from the heuristic set), to work on the set of trees obtained by resampling. The evaluation in this case consid-

ered the frequency differences (the ‘‘*’’ option), for the groups in the reference tree (the tree obtained with the prunings found by the

previous routine, for the EW results, or for the XIW results, or base prunings), with a penalty factor for taxon exclusion of 0.5. This is

accomplished with the command prupdn heuristic_prunset final_prunset =4 :0.5 *[0] 1. / (base).

Taxonomic correspondence

The taxon names incorporated the full taxonomic hierarchy, which TNT can subsequently use for automatic diagnosis of results [106].

Tree branches were color-labeled with the taxonomic group that most closely matched the corresponding set of taxa after pruning

rogues (the number of taxa in the reference taxonomic group that are removed from or added to the group in the tree are preceded

with a minus [�] and plus [+] sign respectively; groups with no indication are fully monophyletic). The taxonomic correspondence of

the groups in the tree was evaluated after pruning rogue taxa.

Synapomorphy lists

Lists of synapomorphies cannot bemeaningfully produced bymapping consensus trees (as they are less parsimonious than the orig-

inal optimal trees used to produce the consensus, and can imply synapomorphies not implied by any of the optimal trees). Once the

rogues had been identified, lists of synapomorphies were produced by pruning the rogues from all trees, and then finding the list of

synapomorphies in each of the trees. The changes common to all the pruned trees were then plotted on the strict consensus. As the
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lists of synapomorphiesmust be plotted on the pruned consensus (i.e., for better resolution), the rogue taxa had to be pruned from the

trees for character optimization (thus, there may be minor differences in the clades corresponding to the possible alternative place-

ments of the rogues).

Group supports and conflict

Group supports are typically assessed by means of resampling. A problem in datasets with many missing entries is that standard

measures of support may produce very low values for groups characterized by few synapomorphies, even if contradicted by no

(or few) characters. Resampling may be intended to assess several aspects of the support (see review in [68, 107]); the goal of eval-

uating whether there is conflicting information regarding themonophyly of a given clade is best served if the prior weights of the char-

acters are altered (as in bootstrapping or jackknifing) but no character is eliminated. Also, since some of the analyses performed here

use implied character weighting, the resampling should increase or decrease the weight of the characters with the same probability

(i.e., a no-zero weight symmetric resampling) to avoid distortions produced by different implied weights [68]. Thus, the prior weights

were doubled or halved, with the same probability of 25%. The results (for 100 pseudoreplicates) were summarized by means of fre-

quency-differences (GC; [68]), for the groups in the (pruned) strict consensus; frequency differences avoid problems associated with

using raw frequencies to evaluate poorly supported groups, and measure support on a scale between 0 and 100% (unlike raw fre-

quencies, which can only be meaningfully used to measure supports for groups with frequencies above 50%). By virtue of using this

method, groups that are contradicted by almost as many characters as support the group will receive values approaching 0. Note

that the values obtained by using the no-zero weight symmetric resampling cannot be interpreted in the same way as standard boot-

strap values (typically much lower, often seen as measuring statistical significance [107]), but are best seen instead as a measure of

the degree to which the characters in the dataset present conflict in regard to the monophyly of the group. For simplicity, the term

‘‘group support’’ is used throughout the paper, but the specific meaning of the evaluation carried out should be borne in mind.

Another problem that had to be taken into account for producing the final evaluation of groups is that superficial tree-searches

(often used to speed up support calculations) may easily fail to find trees of optimal score in some of the resampled matrices in

such complex datasets, thus decreasing even more the degree to which supported groups are consistently recovered. Thus, a

more accurate evaluation was obtained by using a search strategy similar to that used for the observed dataset, but hitting the

best score (for the resampled dataset) 4 times. In a first step, a single uncollapsed tree was saved from each pseudoreplicate. These

uncollapsed trees can be used to identify more easily the rogue taxa that decrease group supports. After identifying the rogues, for

the final calculation of supports, all trees of equal score in the TBR-neighborhood were considered for each pseudoreplicate. For

doing this, instead of searching again, the datasets were created by resampling with the same sequence of random seeds, and using

the optimal trees already found by the first step (this avoids having to repeat the computationally costly searches of the first step).

In the bothprunes script, the group supports combined were evaluated (as explained in themain text) by reading into TNT the trees

saved in a previous resampling to a file, both for EW and XIW, using after rogue identification those trees as starting point (for TBR

collapsing) in a resampling with the same sequence of random seeds. The results that use XIW as base considered the supports for

the topology with the rogue taxa identified for the strict consensus tree, showing the values above branches; if additional prunes are

identified as improving the group supports for those groups (with the chkmoves and prupdn combination described in the previous

section), then the values for the improved groups are shown preceded by an asterisk (only if better than those prior to the additional

pruning). These asterisk-preceded values are those obtained when additional taxa are pruned from the trees, and these additional

taxa aremarked on the treewith a triple slash. Note that in some cases, a groupwith the additional pruningsmay correspond to two or

more nodes of the tree with a larger taxon set [e.g., the node common to DE in the tree (A(B(DE))) may correspond to either the node

DE or the node CDE in the tree with the larger taxon set (A(B(C(DE))))]. In that case, the value for the pruned tree is displayed in the

smallest corresponding group (i.e., DE, instead of CDE).

When using XIW as base, then the values of support under EW are indicated below the branches. To obtain those, the resampled

trees resulting from analyzing under EWwere read, and reused for collapsing (under EW). This is the proper evaluation of the support

under EW, of a group found by XIW.When the additional set of prunings improves the support under equal weights, then that value is

shown below the branch, preceded by a star.

When using the EW results as base for the supports, the sets of trees are switched. These results are not identical to those using

XIW as base because the initial set of taxon prunings is the one corresponding to the EW strict consensus, not to the XIW strict

consensus. Thus, the values may be slightly different, and some of the additional prunings may be different.

Evaluation of character conflict

In addition to automatically identifying the rogue taxa, the script used also facilitates discovering the characters (if any) responsible for

the alternative placements of the rogues. All the trees produced by the XIW analysis had the same numbers of steps for each char-

acters (so that the alternative placements of all rogues in the XIW results must correspond only to missing entries or ambiguities in

optimization). But in the case of EW, there were differences in steps, for many characters, between trees with different topologies.

Then, identifying these characters helps identify the cause of the conflicting resolutions.

To better evaluate conflict, for a given location of the rogue taxon, the steps for each of the characters in the matrix were stored in

memory (with the xcomp command of TNT). Then, the number of steps for each of the characters was compared on trees where the

rogue was located in alternative optimal placements. These trees with alternative placements were found by (a) taking one of the

distinct topologies for the full taxon set, (b) creating a set of skeleton constraints for each of the groups in the tree, with the rogue

taxon in question left floating (i.e., constraints allowing the rogue taxon to be either inside or outside of each of the constrained

groups), and (c) performing a TBR search under the optimality criterion and settings in effect. The resulting trees will then display
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the rogue taxon in alternative placements, but all the rest of taxa in fixed positions, so as to filter out the differences in character fits

that have to do with the relationships of non-rogue taxa. When no differences are found in the fit of the characters in the resulting

multiple trees, then the taxon is inferred to be a rogue only as a result of ambiguity in optimisations, or missing entries, instead of

actual conflict between characters (and thus not amenable to resolution by a different method of analysis). This method is a simpli-

fication, as some of the alternative placements of rogue taxamay possibly occur only given some specific resolution for the rest of the

tree, and those placements would be missed with the present approach (which considers only one resolution for the rest of the tree).

Thus, themethod helps to identify some of the characters responsible for the alternative locations of rogues, but not necessarily all of

them (an improvedmethodwould use different topologies; it would be relatively easy tomodify the scripts to usemultiple topologies).

A similar procedure was used to identify the characters responsible for the different resolutions of the trees that do not correspond

to rogue taxa. In that case, all the rogue taxa were pruned from the full set of optimal trees, and the remaining polytomies in the

consensus tree were identified. For each of these polytomies, a set of constraints was created from one of the trees with pruned

rogues, excluding from the constraints all the groups that correspond to the polytomy in question. A subsequent search under those

constraints will thus leave the rest of the tree fixed (filtering out step differences in characters that have to do with conflict in other

parts of the tree), and find alternative resolutions of the polytomy in question. Then, a character-by-character comparison of the

step differences between the trees found by such constrained search will help identify conflicting characters (if none, different res-

olutions will be the result of ambiguity due to alternative character optimisations or lack of information due to missing entries). As for

individual rogue taxa, this is a simplification (given that the rest of the tree is fixed at one resolution for the analysis of each of the

polytomies in the consensus); some of the characters responsible for the different resolutions will be identified by this method,

but not necessarily all of them. A more thorough analysis would require using different trees from the original set as basis for

constraints.

Reconstruction of wing loading and specific lift values
Two criteria – wing loading and specific lift – were taken from theoretical and in vivo work on extant avialans and applied to fossils;

they present easily testable benchmarks to discern volant from flightless taxa [44–46, 70]. For taxa without preserved complete pri-

mary feathers (e.g., Rahonavis andMahakala), feather length was modeled on closely related taxa (for additional information see ‘an-

cestral_state_analysis_and_direct calc_of_WL_SL.xls’ in the ‘Parsimony analysis’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.

866t1g1nk). We did not reconstruct pennaceous feathers on our outgroup taxon (Allosaurus) as there are reported to be absent

[108, 109]. Wing area was calculated based on the methods presented in Dececchi et al. [18] (for additional information see ‘ances-

tral_state_analysis_and_direct calc_of_WL_SL.xls’ in the ‘Parsimony analysis’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.

866t1g1nk). Wing span was taken as 2.1 times the summation of the lengths of the humerus, ulna and metacarpal II and the longest

distal primary [18]. Wing chord was taken as 55% of the longest distal primary length, a modification of the methodology used in [18].

This is because it better reflects the differences between primary and secondary lengths seen inMicroraptor [110] and produceswing

area estimates that are within less than 1% of those measured by Yalden [111] for Archaeopteryx and by Lü and Brusatte for Zhe-

nyuanlong. For avian theropods, wing length, wingspan and wing area were based on the reconstructions of Serrano et al. [112]. This

was adopted to better reflect the potential differences in wing size and shape in later-diverging birds. Scansoriopterygians are

included in the phylogenetic analysis but are excluded from the flight parameters because Yi’s wing is skin-based rather than

feather-based like the other winged taxa in this dataset [33], while Epidexipteryx does not possess pennaceous feathers [113].

For Rahonavis, given only the radius and ulna are known, we reconstructed its wing with similar intralimb proportions toMicroraptor

where the ulna is�37% of the forelimb length. A maximummuscle mass-specific power output (Po,m) value of 225Wkg�1 was sug-

gested by Marden [114] as the mean value for burst flight in birds. Work by Guillemette and Ouellet [46] suggested a range between

225-250 Wkg�1 more accurately mimics values seen in a Common Eider, a bird with short wings that displays some of the highest

wing loading values seen in extant birds, two features that resemble the condition seen in the extinct taxa examined here. 287Wkg�1

was based on the values calculated for Chukar partridges [115], a short burst flight taxon previously used as amodel for early flight in

theropods. To improve optimization of the data we screened these coelurosaurians from 77 to 43 taxa based on their presence of

vaned feathers which are integral to the production of aerodynamic forces; terminals for which feather condition is unknown were

considered to have the same state as their ancestor, which is the condition predicted by our phylogenetic hypothesis (if absent

marked as ‘—’). Our primary mapping results used parsimony (for data and scripts, see ‘Parsimony analysis’ folder on Dryad:

https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk).

The reviewers requested that we include an ML analysis. Many phylogenetic studies use approaches based on maximum likeli-

hood and specific models; for morphological analyses, the most commonly used model is Mk [116]. To apply that model, the esti-

mates of flight capability were converted into a discrete variable, indicating whether the wing loading and specific lift thresholds were

crossed in each of the terminal taxa. This discretized (0/1) character was then mapped by means of likelihood onto the tree obtained.

Perhaps the most important assumption of the Mkmodel is that character changes are more likely to occur on longer than on shorter

branches (branch length being a composite of duration andmutation rate); the choice of branch lengths may critically affect themap-

ping, but which branch lengths should be used to map this discretized character is far from obvious, and there are four main ways to

do this.

The first alternative is to use lengths equal for all the branches of the tree, estimated from the data (as in [117]), thus leading changes

in themapped character to occur equiprobably in any branch of the tree. Uniform branch lengthswere tested, and they – expectedly –

produced results (Methods S1O and S1P) very similar to the parsimony mappings (Methods S1G–S1J; see [117]), with several
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independent originations of flight capability inMicroraptor, Rahonavis, and Avialae. Uniform branch lengths seem appropriate when

we have no knowledge of whether changes are more likely along some branches (and which branches).

A second alternative is estimating branch lengths solely from the character to be mapped. This is mathematically guaranteed to

produce the same results as a parsimony mapping [118], so it would add nothing to the parsimony-based analysis.

A third alternative is using actual dates for branch lengths. Actual dates for branch lengths are often (and perhaps appropriately)

used in some studies (e.g., biogeography), but they are difficult to obtain and seem misplaced for studying alternate theories of

morphological evolution – doing so deprives the analysis of one of the big advantages of standard maximum likelihood methods,

namely not having to assume that mutation rate is constant through time. If branch lengths depended only on time, a morphological

‘‘clock’’ would be in effect, and all extant sister terminal taxa would have the same amount of morphological divergence, which is a

strong assumption rejected by many empirical datasets.

The fourth alternative is to estimate branch lengths from the whole dataset, which is themost common course of action in compar-

ative studies, but it is far from ideal, as it assumes that the rates of evolution along each branch of the tree is the same for all char-

acters, including the character being mapped; empirical analyses strongly reject such uniformity in morphological datasets (see

Goloboff et al.’s [119] analysis of 86 datasets).

Despite our reservations, at the specific request of the reviewers, the branch lengths were calculated on (one of) the trees found

with XIW, using standard methods (see [116, 120, 121]), excluding the discretized flight characters (the tree with optimized branch

lengths is included in the ‘Tests withMkmodel’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk). For every one of the alter-

native variables used to measure flight capability (i.e., wing loading and specific lift with Po,m = 225, 250 and 287 Wkg�1), the likeli-

hood for both states was calculated at each node; as is standard (e.g., see documentation forMesquite v3.61 [122]), the proportion to

the total likelihood contributed by each state was used for mapping the character. Although based on principles rather different from

those of parsimony, such mappings (Methods S1O and S1P) were very similar to the parsimony ones (Methods S1G–S1J), indicating

separate increases of flight capability, relative to their ancestors, for Microraptor (except when Po,m = 225 Wkg�1 for specific lift),

Rahonavis and Avialae. The scripts, data and results used in the ML analyses are included in the ‘Tests with Mk model’ folder on

Dryad: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk.

In addition to the uncertainty in calculating wing loading and specific lift in fossil taxa near the threshold of flight capability, there is

of course uncertainty in the phylogenetic conclusions. The trees recovered by our EW and XIW analyses imply that flight capability

evolved at least three independent times (with no, or at most one, secondary loss; this depends on which variable is mapped). A

typical way to assess the confidence on such a conclusion is to generate the best possible trees where flight originates a single

time, then comparing the number of additional steps required by those trees over the best possible ones. That is easily accomplished

by giving a high cost to the 0/1 transformation (i.e., acquiring flight) relative to 1/0 (i.e., becoming non-volant again); this requires

that the root of the tree is forced to be non-volant (with the ancstates command of TNT). The results of finding the optimal trees under

such a cost regime, however, are in this particular case of no help in testing the support for the hypothesis of multiple flight origins:

under EW, the trees obtained have the exact same length for the rest of the characters, with flight originating only once at the Paraves,

and becoming secondarily lost between 6 to 11 times (depending on the variable being mapped; for wing loading it is lost the fewest,

and for specific lift with Po,m = 225 Wkg�1 it is lost 11 times). Under XIW, the trees with a single 0/1 transformation have minor

differences relative to the unconstrained trees, but the same result as with EW is obtained: the single origination does not result

from placing volant taxa together, but instead from keeping them separate and mapping non-volancy as lost numerous times (the

minor differences in tree topology under XIW result from uniting some secondarily non-volant taxa on the basis of this reversal).

Comparing the trees, therefore, cannot provide clues as to the degree of support for the hypothesis of multiple originations of flight

capabilities – the hypothesis depends on how the character is mapped, not on which phylogeny is preferred. There has been a lot of

work in statistical tests for comparing trees, but almost none for comparing alternative reconstructions on fixed trees. The only course

of action, in such a situation, is comparing individual reconstructions on the same tree, where (a) flight originates multiple times and is

lost never or only once, and where (b) flight originates a single time and is lost multiple times. To provide a number that is easily inter-

pretable as a ratio between probabilities, we calculated the likelihood (with branch lengths optimized under the Mk model for the

whole dataset, as done for the plots in Methods S1O and S1P) for individual reconstructions (a) and (b). Note that both reconstruc-

tions (a) and (b) were obtained under parsimony, with reconstruction (a) also optimal under the Mk model, but reconstruction (b)

strongly suboptimal under likelihood; the comparison is precisely based on calculating how suboptimal that second reconstruction

is, given the assumptions of the Mkmodel. This depends on the variable being mapped, and the trees on which it is mapped, but the

reconstruction with a single origination of flight capability is generally much less probable than the alternative. The two reconstruc-

tions that come closest in probability are the ones obtained for wing loading on the XIW tree, where the reconstruction (a), with

multiple originations, is 2.5 timesmore probable than the reconstruction (b), withmultiple secondary losses. For the 7 remaining com-

binations (wing loading on the EW tree, and all the alternatives of Po,m values for specific lift on either the EWor XIW trees), the recon-

struction with multiple originations is at least 1.16x105 times more probable than the reconstruction with multiple losses. These

numbers suggest a very strong statistical support for the hypothesis of multiple flight originations, although it should be borne in

mind that they result from numerous simplifying assumptions, and that the uncertainty in estimating wing loading and specific lift

themselves is large (and even harder to quantify).

Wing loading

Meunier and others demonstrated that volant extant birds always have wing loading values below 2.5 gcm�2 [44, 71, 123–126], and

so the present study deems a fossil taxon with values above 2.5 gcm�2 as certainly flightless. Fossil taxa with values above 2.5 gcm-2
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are seen to have had the potential for powered flight. Wing loading is based on bodymass estimated as per above (kg; see ‘Trends in

body mass change and forelimb length’ in STAR Methods) over wing area (cm2).

Specific lift

In the case of specific lift, the cut-off used to identify fossil taxa with the potential for powered flight is 9.8 Nkg�1 (gravity), as used by

studies involving volant extant birds [45, 46]. In practice the value is slightly greater than 9.8 Nkg�1 since some lift is oriented as thrust

in powered flyers [88]. Specific lift is based on Marden’s model [45]:

Specific lift = FMR x Po;m xðL =PÞ
Where FMR is the flight muscle ratio which was assigned at a constant value of 10% of body weight across all taxa examined here.

This is at the lower range of the values seen in volant birds and is likely a significant overestimation for all non-paravian taxa, though

lower than those for Archaeopteryx and Microraptor based on recent 3D modeling work [76]. Po,m is the maximum muscle mass-

specific power output based on values from extant birds. As Po,m is unknown for non-avialan theropods, two separate calculations

were made that bracket the range of Po,m values that could have reasonably been expected (225 and 287 Wkg�1; see Methods S1I

and S1J as well as TNT scripts and script results in the ‘Parsimony analysis’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.

866t1g1nk) to reconstruct minimum and maximum powered flight potential. L/P (lift/power) is calculated from:

log10ðL =PÞ = 0:440 log10muscle mass+ 0:845 log10ðwingspan =2Þ 2:239

Trends in body mass change and forelimb length
Paravian body masses were calculated from femoral length measurements using the empirical equation of Christiansen &

Fariña [127]:

log10body mass= � 6:288±0:500+ 3:222±0:1813 log10femur length

This methodology is a widely used estimator for body size across Theropoda [73]. While limb bone circumference has been

shown to be a more accurate proxy of theropod body size [3, 53], this measurement was not available in many important Chi-

nese paravian taxa because their long bones are crushed or flattened on mudrock slabs (a survey of �1000 specimens covering

dozens of species failed to recover reliable circumferences). Thus, the femoral length proxy was adopted because the measure-

ment itself is available across our sample and because it has been widely used in previous theropod literature. As Microraptor is

critical for our analysis we compared our mass value to one generated from an estimate of femoral circumference using the

empirical equation of Campione et al. [128] as well as comparisons to mass estimates generated through 3-D computer and

displacement methods [19, 22, 76]. All of these produce similar estimates to the one obtained using Christiansen & Fariña

[127] (see Tables S1 and S2). The mapping of body mass change considered all possible reconstructions, and used the pro-

portional change of size instead of the absolute differences. Thus, an increase of 0.5 units is considered as more significant

if occurring from an ancestor with size 0.5 (i.e., increasing in 100%), than if occurring from an ancestor with size 2 (i.e.,

increasing in 25%). Size differences were normalized always relative to the smaller value (i.e., relative to the descendant instead

of the ancestral value, in the case of decreases). Among all possible reconstructions, the maximum possible increases in size (or

the minimum decrease) were calculated.

For completeness, the maximum possible decrease at each branch (or the minimum increase) was calculated as well. This was

accomplished with a TNT script, ptrends.run (for ‘‘proportional trends’’), available in the ‘Parsimony analysis’ folder on Dryad:

https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk. Trends in forelimb length were reconstructed in the same way as body mass. In consid-

eration of the need for accurate geometric measurements across our microraptorine sample, relative changes in the length of the

forelimbs and hindlimbs were estimated using a combined length of the humerus and the ulna for the forelimb (normalized with

femoral length) and femoral length for the hindlimb. This is because the manus and the rest of the leg were not sufficiently preserved

across our sample to estimate complete forelimb and hindlimb lengthsmeaningfully. For raw data, see script data and spreadsheet in

the ‘Parsimony analysis’ folder on Dryad: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.866t1g1nk.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Uncertainty quantification and estimation confidence
One potential weakness of our modeling approach is the sensitivity to scaling assumptions in the assessment of locomotor perfor-

mance. This sensitivity does not affect taxa recovered as far below thresholds for volancy, but it could potentially affect conclusions

for those taxa recovered as performing near thresholds for volant behavior i.e., near powered flight potential. To address this, we

used an iterative resampling method in which we varied the starting parameters and reran the analyses for taxa recovered as having

performance estimates near threshold values.We found that ourmodel wasmost sensitive to assumptions regarding specific lift, and

so we focused resampling on varying FMR. As noted above, Po,m was automatically varied for all taxa by performing calculations at

two values that encompass the range of maximum power outputs measured by prior teams (see section ‘Reconstruction of wing

loading and specific lift values’). Error in mass estimation was found to be less critical, with marginal performance taxa typically

requiring both a significant deviation in wing area and a significant deviation in body mass from the expected values to change

our expectations of volancy. However, varying body mass by applying standard errors from the mean as scalars is arguably not
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the most robust method, since this ignores the underlying frequency distribution. To further validate masses for the most critical taxa

(particularly Microraptor), we validated our estimates against wholly independent methods of mass estimation, including those

derived through 3-D computer and displacement methods (see ‘Trends in body mass change and forelimb length’ section above).

Validating our mass estimates against volumetric-based estimates is a particularly robust option because it allows us to eliminate

extraneous potential minima and maxima that would result in unrealistic body densities (i.e., those well above or below those

measured for living birds).
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